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About This Game

Twickles is an original puzzle game with a minimalist aesthetic.
Navigate a ball through increasingly complex labyrinths by rotating their individual parts or the entire structure.

Think ahead to complete each level in the perfect amount of moves and collect all of the trophies.

Features

• 75 hand-crafted, physics-based puzzles

• 5 parts, each introducing a new element to the game

• 1 original music track (and the ability to turn it off)

• Clean visuals and a soothing atmosphere

• Tough-as-nails puzzles and fits of rage

• Steam achievements
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Title: Twickles
Genre: Casual, Indie, Simulation
Developer:
Neox Studios
Publisher:
Assemble Entertainment
Release Date: 28 Sep, 2017
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Nice little exploration/puzzle game with some orbital mechanics. I haven't played co-op yet but I realy like it single-player.. An
enjoyable match 3 game. Does get a tad repetative and the combo system doesn't work correctly but alright for a blast.. Okay, I
have to say this is one of the most fun games I've played for 5 dollars EVER.

I literally have 9 hours and some change on it, all from today.

I couldn't put it down!

As others mentioned it's like Stardew Valley and Pokemon.

You have to find these runes to summon eggs which turn into monsters you can put in your party, You start out able to have two
others and your hero. Then you get up to three others to make yourself a four person party.

I feel like I've hardly scratched the surface of this game and I've been playing it for 9 hours.

I do wish they had all the different crafting areas in your farm, because you can find a ring to teleport you back there from
anywhere and then you have to run across town to find an alchemist. But that's a small complaint really.

If you like Stardew Valley and old school RPG type games where you pick attack, magic, items or defend, similiar to old school
Final Fantasy, this is a bargain!. It all starts on a nice summer night where four best of friends are sitting around telling ghost
stories. One of the group decides to tell the story of something that happened right there at the camp they are staying at. Now of
course you know they have to see if the story is true, and what ends up happening will have all 4 separated from each other, and
lost. You will play the part of one of those characters, the one that actually told the story. It is up to you to try to figure out what
is going on and where everybody went.

Graphically I have to say that I was pretty impressed with this game. The cut scenes that were done in a mature comic style
looked amazing. There was also a lot to the models used in the game for the main character as well as the camp setting. One of
the things that I have to say was a nice change of pace was the fact that even the mundane items that you will not have to interact
with looked just as good as the items that you are going to interact with. Also, as much as I hated to see them, the death screens
were also very well done and some were quite creepy.

Now this being a game that has gone through some crowdfunding I can kind of understand that there is no voice acting in this
game. They didn't meet that stretch goal, but I really really wish they had some voice acting in this game. It would have added an
element that would have caused a deeper immersion into the game.

The controls are a bit odd if you are going to be using a keyboard, the preferred method of play was with a controller. You are
going to be using 'E' to interact with your environment. You are going to be using WASD to move around, although you will
notice that because of the way the camera is situated you are going to experience some drifting from side to side as you move.
Finally you are going to be using the Enter key to pause and pull up your inventory.

Alright so you are at this camp that you and your friends have spent many summers at. There's definitely a sense of misfits
banding together. Now this being the first installation of the game you are not going to solve every mystery that this game holds,
but man would I have like a little bit more to play. I think it was really at about the 40 minute mark of the game where I caught
my stride and wanted to see where the game could really take me. There of course is the scary♥♥♥♥♥bloody woman that will
chase you down in a heartbeat that always kept me on edge. There was also a lot of items that I picked up that I guess will have
relevance down the road, or maybe not. The biggest problem is that this game is barely over an hour long. I do understand that
there's more to come, but I really wish that there was at least a little bit more to grasp on to.

This is a great looking game what closes the first chapter way too fast. I did like what I played, and yes I did die quite a few
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times in the game, more than I would like, but most of the time it was my fault for dying. I will say this SAVE, SAVE, SAVE,
SAVE, these are the checkpoints for most of the game and if you do not save you are going to have a lot of retracing your steps
to do. Now comes the hard part, a grade, it's kind of hard to give this game a grade because I hope that there's something that is
just around the next corner, something that I can get further into, but as it stands I just got into the game and then was thrown
back to the intro screen having completed the first chapter. So I guess the best I can give this game is a 7.2 out of 10.. I think a
great addition to the game would be a bank. The bank would allow you to give you loans. It should be located in the computer.
Loans would make the game so much easier, so you could start off and not struggle to survive.. Boring and tedious. Pass..
Everything to do with this game is wack, The graphics are terrible, however the real problem is the physics.. This is a truly
exceptional twin-stick arena shooter.. I love cetaceans with every fibre of my existence. This is a really fun game to play and to
kill time!
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I really wanted to like this, it looked like a lot of fun. That said, I ended up disappointed.

The Good:
Well made environments.
Good physics engine.
An interesting take on an inventory system.
Good sounds and ambience.

The Odd:
Because the items in your hands retain physics collision, some interesting things can happen.
The melee weapons are much more powerful than the gun.
You can wear hats however you want on your head since they are placeables.
You grab things with the trigger, and release with the grip, which is fine with items, but it also uses this for world items, like
drawers and doors.

The Ugly:
Blurry, I run an I7 7600k, with 32 gb of ddr4 ram, and an Nvidia 1070gtx, yet the visuals are blurry.
Options page, as of writing this, does not work.
No saves or checkpoints as far as I could find, if you quit, or crash, its start from scratch along with a fairly long boat ride in
which you can't do anything.
The enemy ai is... inscrutable. Half the time it would just walk by me, the other times, it seemed to come at me from a great
distance, and I could find no rhyme or reason to why.
Only one movement option, which is head orientation sliding.

All told, this game feels like it needed more development time.. Eu2 MOD.
Save=Crash
Save load=Crash
2 hour game=Crash
Crash=Crash
Paradox Logic? Yes!. If you are too high to go outside, then this is the game for you.. just like a legit NES game, quite fun and
short, the last stages are quit hard though, NES hard. so far have to say that this game isn't bad. it's got a few issues that i would
love to see fixed, for one controller support would not be all that hard in this game, twin stick controls and triggers (but that's
just me being greedy :p)

maybe change the cursor to a targetting symbol so i can see where i'm aiming a bit better? also could we get a system that allows
us to give survivors a weapon to aid them so i'm not feeling like i'm playing babysitter? I love zombie games, but i hate it when i
feel like i'm stuck as the babysitter ><

Otherwise? game's pretty good so far. Would definitely recommend to a friend who likes games like project zomboid and other
top down survival/zombie games.. The game is fun, but the character creation/modding is too confusing to understand.
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